Kami is a **Google Chrome Extension** that allows students to write, draw, type, and annotate any document, including **PDFs**! Students can access assignments right from Google Classroom and choose to “Open with Kami” to add annotations to their work.

1. **Open your assignment from Google Classroom** by clicking on “View Assignment.” Then, click on the document to open it. Once opened, be sure to click on “Open with Kami.” This will open the document with Kami’s annotation toolbar.

2. **Once you select the document you wish to annotate,** a toolbar will appear on the left side of your screen.

   🌟 **Select Tool** allows you to select text or any annotations and move them to other parts of the document.

   🌟 **Dictionary tool** will provide the oxford dictionary definition of any word that you click on.

   🌟 **Text to speech** highlights text and reads the document aloud. Users have the ability to adjust the speed and voice.

   🌟 **Markup tool** allows you to annotate document with pen, marker, or highlighter. Users have the ability to customize color, strikethrough, and underline text.

   🌟 **Comment tool** allows users to highlight text and leave feedback in the form of text, **audio**, **video**, and even a **screencast**. **Speech to text** is also available.

   🌟 Students can also insert text boxes, equations, shapes, and images.
3. Once you are done making all of your annotations, click on the “Turn In” button at the top right corner. A drop down menu will appear as shown. Be sure to click on “Turn in” once more.